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Cleanfix News
After the two pandemic years, we can offer you interesting news.  
The RA435 is on the market! A beautiful machine, we are glad to introduce it to you. 
What else do we have new? Enjoy reading our Cleanfix News. 
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Despite the tough times, we were able to achieve our sales targets 2021.

We were able to compensate for the sometimes crazy 
prices, i.e. electronic components/steel/copper/
packaging, thanks to efficiency, improved production 
processes and the negotiating skills of our purchas-
ing department. 
Recently, we have put into operation the latest gen-
eration of a rotary machine. Now the whole mold is 
no longer rotated in the oven, but is rotated directly 
in the mold by heating coils. This saves material, 
time and energy. 

EAN bar code
All our items have received an EAN barcode.

With our long-term partner Shevaran (known for their excellent 
chemical products) we are building a production facility for the 
Indian market. 
A competence center for training in our products and cleaning 
agents and their application is being built at the same site. 
We firmly believe in the potential of the Indian market and are 
therefore optimally positioned.

Shevaran - strategic partner in India.

Rotary machine 

Production

Cleanfix in India
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Since February 2022 our new website with integrated webshop  
is up and running.

The entire product range is clearly presented with  
all important information and downloads.

Browse through the pages.
If you have any questions, please contact us. We will 
be happy to advise you competently, either directly 
from our headquarters in Switzerland or via our 
seamless dealer network.

Our strength - your advantage
Thanks to the extensive spare parts catalog of all 
machines, simply and clearly presented with exploded 
views, spare parts can be ordered conveniently.  
We guarantee spare parts for at least 10 years.

We attach great importance to resource conserva-
tion and provide a reliable repair service worldwide.

Website with webshop
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The robust quality, the high performance and the simple operation  
convince.
We have further developed the „indestructible“ 
S10 plus. 
In addition to the practical cable holder and cable 
strain relief, the new ergonomic handle also offers 
two positions for the telescopic suction tube. The 
selection of nozzles has been extensively expanded.

S10 plus SL
We now offer the powerful dry vacuum cleaner as  
a sled vacuum cleaner.  
Its features: four rubberized low-noise casters  
(2 fixed, 2 movable), protected on-off switch,  
plastic parts shockproof and recyclable.

HEPA Models
Of course all models are also available as HEPA 
version.

Handle with cable holder and 
cable strain relief

S10 plus SL

Two positions for the telescopic suction tube Scent 
granules

Four rubberized low-noise 
casters (2 fixed, 2 movable)

S10 RE
We attach great importance to sustainable and 
resource-saving production, which is why we 
use 75% recycled plastic granulate in the injec-
tion process of the hood of the Cleanfix S10 RE. 
In addition, we use a different suction motor and 
more interesting accessories, creating an advanta-
geous offer.
At CLEANFIX, the topic of sustainability as well 
as the continuous reduction and avoidance of CO2 
emissions plays an important role.

Dry vacuum cleaner
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The demand for cost-effective wet/dry vacuum cleaners is growing 
steadily. We now have the SW22 & SW35 models in our range.
In addition to the well-known SW60, we now offer the SW22 and the SW35.  
All types are characterized by the good suction power.

And, a significant advantage - all three models have the same accessories. 

Same accessories for SW22, 
SW35 and SW60

Motor head with floaterEasy operation

Dry cleaning: large-area filter

High-quality container

SW22
Volume tank 20 liter / Working width 37 cm

Dry cleaning: dustbag

SW35
Volume tank 35 liter / Working width 37 cm

Wet and dry vacuum cleaner
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RA435 IBC

Special accessories

Designed and built in the usual Cleanfix quality for daily 
cleaning of stores, hotels, offices, workshops and more,  
the compact and maneuverable RA435 IBC stands out. 
The easy operation through digital display will reduce user train-
ing time to a minimum. Due to the effective curved suction nozzle 
as well as the simple water regulation you will achieve a perfect 
cleaning result on all hard floors. You can also adjust the suction 
power by 3 positions according your needs. The 750 W powerful 
brush motor and the ergonomic, easy adjustable handle are fur-
ther plus points. 
With the intelligent accessories such as the hook for the brush 
and the transport wheel for easy transfer and parking of the  
machine, you have everything you need.

Water flow regulation Filling hole for fresh water tankErgonomic adjustable handle 
with suction nozzle lift-off

Digital display
3 suction power levels

Simple brush mountingLarge dirty water tank with 
efficient suction motor protec- 
tion thanks to float system

Brush holder for scrubbing 
brush

Transport wheel for easy 
transfer

Suction kit with hose and 
telescopic tube for optimal 
cleaning in the corners

Scrubber dryer
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RA435 IBC DE LUXE

This “high-end” floor cleaning machine has been 
further developed from the basic RA435 IBC 
model.
The following changes have been incorporated and 
make this machine the state of art in the 43 cm 
cleaning industry.
• Engageable, simple handle adjustment reduces 

the turning circle in seconds
• Suction nozzle can be raised and lowered again 

with the foot

The RA435 IBC de Luxe includes 
the following accessories from the 
standard machine: 
• Brush holder for scrubbing brush
• Transport wheel
• Suction kit 
• Fresh water emptying
• Stretch hose for dirty water  

emptying

Fresh water emptying

Suction kitCompact attachment to the 
machine for storage

Suction kit with hose and telescopic tube for 
optimal cleaning in the corners

Ergonomic handle, directly adjustable with lever. Possible for storage all the way up or down.

Suction nozzle can be easily operated with the foot.
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RA435 B Green – The environmentally friendly concept

Antibacterial tank
The innovative antibacterial tank 
coating protects the plastic and also 

ensures reduced fungal and bacte-
rial development. This not only 

extends the service life of the 
tanks, but also ensures im-

proved hygiene, reduced 
odor development and 
lower consumption of 
disinfectants for tank 
cleaning. 

100Ah lithium battery with large 
charger
The battery is fully charged in about 3 hours 
instead of more than 10 hours. When the indi-
cator is low, the battery is charged back to 60% 
extremely quickly. Lithium-ion batteries last be-
tween 2000-2500 cycles and are maintenance 
free. The operating time of the machine can be 
extended depending on the application and the 

faster loading gives better efficiency. 
Lithium batteries offer up to 
20% savings than buying a 
machine with another battery 
and have a higher and more constant 

power output.

Pad 70% less water
The impressive cleaning performance of the new hybrid cleaning pad ensures numerous pos-
itive effects. Cleaning experts save costs and time when using it and have a lasting effect 
on the quality of the floors with the gentle cleaning. Because when used with rotating 
scrubber-driers, the new pad’s special structure cleans effectively and cost-efficiently 
without affecting or damaging the substrate. And all this 100% chemical-free.

All-purpose cleaner tab
Innovative highly concentrated 
premium cleaning product. Ideal 
for coated and uncoated types of 
coverings. Very good separation 
behavior in waste water. Simple 
and safe dosing, dosing systems are superfluous, 
tab in water-soluble film. Less packaging waste  
and better CO² balance values.

Eco-Power Universal Cleaner
The OECD test 302B extended attests 
excellent biodegradability and non-tox-
icity to sewage sludge bacteria. That is, 
eliminability ≥ 95 % DOC after 14 days 
or, in cases where microbial adaptation 
is first required, eliminability ≥ 90 % 
DOC after 14 days and ≥ 97 % DOC after 28 days. 
Mineralization ≥ 70 % after 28 days, measured as 
carbon dioxide production.

Cleanfix Ozone Generator
The ozone water generator for the highest 
demands on cleanliness and hygiene. Envi-
ronmentally friendly and sustainable clean-
ing. The ozone water generator converts 
normal tap water into ozonized water. This 

creates an extremely powerful and inexpen-
sive cleaner that works very well and espe-
cially on greasy dirt. 600,000 liters of water 
with an ozone concentration of 0.5 - 1.2 mg/
liter can be produced without maintenance. 

Special accessories

Scrubber dryer
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RA470 IBC

Designed and built in the usual Cleanfix quality for the  
daily cleaning of stores, hotels, offices, workshops, etc.,  
the compact and ultra-compact RA470 IBC features. 
Due to the roller brush you have a wonderful forward drive. 
Thanks to the revolutionary brush drive, you work right up to the 
wall without leaving an uncleaned edge. The narrow roller deck 
makes the turning circle so small and the RA470IBC so maneu-
verable that it’s a joy. The easy operation through digital display 
will reduce user training time to a minimum. Due to the effective 
curved suction nozzle as well as the simple water regulation you 
will achieve a perfect cleaning result on all hard floors. You can 
also adjust the suction power by 3 positions according your needs.

Simple brush liftingLarge dirty water tank with 
efficient suction motor protec- 
tion thanks to float system

Roller brush

Key for disassembly of the roller brush Roller brush hard Roller brush 5K

Cleaning close to the edge  
due to integrated brush drive

Water flow regulation Filling hole for fresh water tankErgonomic adjustable handle 
with suction nozzle lift-off

Digital display
3 suction power levels

Special accessories
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RA431E X

RA395B L

Here we combine the robustness of our well proven RA431E 
with the most effective way of floor cleaning:  
With the eccentric - motor head. 
The RA431E X for medium surfaces quickly produces exceptional 
cleaning results on all hard surfaces. 

The eccentric movement 
and weight clean joints 
and textured floors in 
each pass. Due to the 
round shape of the mo-
tor head, the machine, al-
though equipped without 
a drive motor, has a nice 
forward drive and is easy 
to maneuver.

The RA395B is newly equipped with a 50Ah lithium battery. 
This offers the following advantages over gel batteries: 
• 20 % longer runtime
• 2000 charge cycles, about 3.5x more than gel batteries
• Thanks to larger charger 2x faster charging
• Extremely fast charging from a low level to 60%
• High constant power output
• Up to 20% savings on the purchase of the machine

Scrubber dryer
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E44 Excenter

With the weight of 66 kg (incl. additional weight) as well as 
2720 1/min you have the perfect cleaning result for almost 
all floors (concrete - and natural stone, PVC, tile, safety 
floors as well as parquet). You can not only (deep) clean, 
sanding but also peel coatings.
Our patented handle adjustment as well as the large transport 
wheels for easy transportation are great advantages. Also use-
ful are the two detents (750.586 kit detent pins) on the body 
that allow you to either lift the wheels off the ground to leave no 
running marks or turn the handle completely upside down to get 
maximum weight on the ground. By adding additional weights in 
pieces, you can perfectly adapt the machine weight to your appli-
cation. Simply set up the brush head of the E44 Excenter and you 
can easily change the pads or store the machine.

Fully adjustable telescopic 
handle (photo with special 
accessories solution tank)

Lift the wheels off the ground 
to leave no running marks

Turn the handle completely 
upside down to get maximum 
weight on the ground

Weights easily adaptable

Brush head set up for optimal 
storage

Large selection of padsLocking with detent pins 

Special accessories

Excenter single disc machine
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E50x35 Excenter

With the weight of 66 kg (incl. additional weight) as well as 
2720 1/min you have the perfect cleaning result for almost 
all floors (concrete - and natural stone, PVC, tile, safety 
floors as well as parquet). You can not only (deep) clean, 
sanding but also peel coatings.
The square design makes them perfectly fit into any corner. Our 
patented handle adjustment as well as the large transport wheels 
for easy transportation are great advantages. Also useful are the 
two detents (750.586 kit detent pins) on the body that allow you 
to either lift the wheels off the ground to leave no running marks 
or turn the handle completely upside down to get maximum 
weight on the ground. By adding additional weights in pieces,  
you can perfectly adapt the machine weight to your application.  
Simply set up the brush head of the E44 Excenter and you can 
easily change the pads or store the machine.

Special accessories

Fully adjustable telescopic 
handle (photo with special 
accessories solution tank)

Lift the wheels off the ground 
to leave no running marks

Turn the handle completely 
upside down to get maximum 
weight on the ground

Weights easily adaptable

Brush head set up for optimal 
storage

Large selection of padsLocking with detent pins 

Excenter single disc machine
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This intelligent ozone water purifier will make your life simpler and more 
comfortable. It works automatically once your install it to your tap. 
• Intelligent product: works automatically  

by itself 

• Kill 99.6 % germs

• High performance with 0.5-1.0 mg/L ozone 
concentrations

• Super stable ozone outputs

• Remove chemical residues and pesticides 

• Environment friendly & no pollution 

• Compact size and wall-mounted design

What is ozone exactly?
 Ozone (O3) is an unstable form of Oxygen (O2) and 
has a total of three atoms, unlike stable Oxygen 
that has only two atoms. Ozone is the 2nd strongest 
known oxidiser and the most powerful readily avail-
able water sanitiser. It kills bacteria and viruses over 
3,000 times faster and is a 50% stronger oxidiser 
than chlorine.

How does it work?
As ozone circulates and comes into contact with  
airborne (or waterborne) pathogens, one of the 
three oxygen atoms detaches itself from the  
Ozone molecule, attaches itself to the pollutant  
and oxidises it and turns it into a safer compound.  
Ozone is nature‘s way of cleaning our environment.

Technical data

Ozone Concentrations 
 0.5 ~ 1.0 mg/L in water

Input voltage 
 230V AC

Driving voltage 
 12V DC

Rated Power 
  8 W

Ozone Module 
 Corona discharge;  
 300mg/H OZQS0.2-D

For Tap water flow  
 4 - 8 L/min

For tap water pressure 
 0.14 - 0.7Mpa

Operate temperature 
 0 - 60 °C

Product Size(L x W x H) 
 223 x 162.5 x 54.5 mm

Package Size(L x W x H) 
 27 x 24 x 11 cm

Product Weight 
 1 kg with accessories

Ozone Genarator 
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Blue Wave Melamine Pad - without chemistry

Nubs - pads

Compared to conventional melamine pads, the Blue Wave 
melamine pad differs in its unique structural design.  
The reinforced structure essentially increases the service  
life during cleaning work.
Due to its eraser effect, this pad can easily clean all stubborn dirt 
on smooth and hard surfaces, such as heel marks on floors, using 
only water - without chemicals. 

Structured floor coverings present a problem 
for cleaning and maintenance in that the deeper 
zones of the structure are not optimally 
reached, processed or cleaned with the conven-
tional, familiar cleaning products such as  
super pad discs or even cleaning brushes. 

The solution to this problem is the patented nub 
pads, which can be adapted to the structures of 
the hard coverings in terms of their nub structure 
and size as well as the abrasive grits used so that 
thorough deep cleaning can be achieved. The nub 
pads should always be used wet and, in the case of 
heavier soiling, in conjunction with cleaning and care 
agents in accordance with the recommendations of 
the covering manufacturers.

Nub pad white - no abrasiveness
Abrasive-free pad for removing light dirt during 
polishing and waxing. For leveling after care 
product application.

Nub pad purple - light abrasiveness
Pad with very fine abrasive grit for removing adherent dirt and 
light walking marks. Suitable for sanding, i.e. removing release 
agent layers from new coverings before applying sealers. 
Ideally suited for regular maintenance cleaning.

The Blue Wave Pad must 
always be used wet and is  
not suitable for working on 
lacquers.

Pads 
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Terribly strong. Hybrid cleaning pads.

Hybrid cleaning pads are suitable for use with 
oscillating and rotating single-disc machines 
and scrubber-driers.
The impressive cleaning performance of hybrid 
cleaning pads ensures numerous positive effects. 
When used, cleaning experts save costs, time and 
have a lasting effect on the quality of the floors 
with the gentle cleaning. Because when used with 
rotating and oscillating single-disc machines as well 

as scrubber-driers, the pad‘s special structure cleans 
effectively and cost-efficiently without affecting or 
damaging the substrate. 
And it‘s all 100% chemical-free. 
Sustainably produced, developed and manufactured 
in Germany.

VreactiV technology
Deeply effective and gentle at the same time:  
The unique VreactiV technology cleans the floor 
efficiently and is gentle to the surface. The specially 
developed 3-layer structure distributes the con-
tact pressure in the hybrid cleaning pads efficiently 
and evenly over the 3D active surfaces. There, SiC 
micro-grains sit in a mobile bond that efficiently and 
gently removes impurities. 

Increased contact pressure 
The five 3D active elements of the hybrid cleaning 
pads not only provide optimum pressure distribu-
tion, but also increased contact pressure. The raised 
3D active elements provide up to 400% higher con-
tact pressure and can thus loosen even the stron-
gest contaminants.
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